
Merchant
Full Time, Santa Monica

So you’re a strategic thinker who has merchandising experience (and passion!), plays well with others, and likes to stick
their fingers in everything product? Let’s chat.

In this highly collaborative role you will lead the product team in merchandising, product management, line plans, and
executing from initial concept to launch. You will serve as a leader in the company in providing clear and streamlined
product information to cross-functional teams from brand to production to retail.

Your keen understanding of assortment planning and analysis, pricing landscapes, and how to optimize style performance
will help you kick butt in this role. You are entrepreneurial, take ownership, love collaborating with smart, dynamic team
members You are cool with an evolving process, possess an owner mentality and employ both creative and analytical
approaches to business strategy. You are also hard-working, multitasking, driven, entrepreneurial, and fun to be around
(obviously), and will be responsible for the following:

● Develop & evolve product assortment offerings that are cohesive, achieves business objectives, and supports the
strategic direction of the brand and sales goals. Considering fabric/attribute contribution, AUC/AUR, margin goals,
seasonal sales curves, and strategic brand campaigns.

● Responsible for data integrity and accuracy of the line plan (e.g., style number, color options, product attributes,
target FOB/IMU, forecasted units, purchase order, price management, on-order, and product flow reporting)

● Analyze product and drive actionable results on sku performance, sales trends, and customer feedback on
weekly, monthly, and quarterly basis for in-season adjustments, future style developments.

● Partner with Planning team in managing OTB and KPIs. Utilize reporting tools to access data to track and review
sales to determine chase opportunities, inventory management, and evolution of assortment.

● Partner with Allocations, Logistics, Ecomm, and Marketing teams to ensure an efficient and accurate flow of
merchandise to customers in order to support sales targets, assortment mix and approved sell thru targets.

● Work closely with Design and PD/Production throughout the product life-cycle, including line plans, design/color
meetings, pricing targets, margin, and adhering to key dates within the development and go-to-market calendars.

● Build and maintain communication tools to effectively and accurately flow information to cross-functional teams,
such as product knowledge materials, product delivery flows, new style/sku information for system set-up, etc.

● Spearhead website merchandising on a consistent basis to react to business trends, style performance, and
inventory levels to maximize sales and conversion, while protecting site aesthetic and optimizing the digital guest
experience.

● Manage brick and mortar visual merchandising initiatives and visual communications tools to boost inventory
productivity, achieve sales targets, and level-up the customer experience.

● Make learning about the customer and shifts in shopping behaviors a regular priority.

WHO YOU ARE:

● A positive, energetic self-starter who thrives in a team environment, but also works well independently, takes
initiative, and exhibits ownership.

● Strong analytical and numerical skills relating to retail math including margin, sell-through, contributions, etc.
● Eagle eye attention to detail, and exceptional organizational skills, as well as multitasking and time-management.
● Superior communication (both written and verbal), and excellent interpersonal skills.
● Goal-oriented, with a strong sense of urgency, and proven creative problem solving.
● Adaptable with the ability to manage changing work demands and tasks efficiently, and remain focused.
● Ability to foster collaborative relationships with cross-functional teams.
● Excited to contribute, add value, and join a brand who is passionate about its mission.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED:

● 5+ years of relevant experience in a merchant related position
● Computer proficient and strong working knowledge of Excel, Gmail, Google docs, and ERP/PLM systems
● Website merchandising and/or store visual merchandising experience a huge plus
● Comfort and confidence presenting to groups, as well as interacting with top-level management
● Proven ability to work with and lead a cross functional team
● Focus on creating an extraordinary guest experience, organizational and time management skills
● College degree preferred (not required)



Please send your resume to jobs@lunya.co so that you can help us change the world – one bedroom at a time.
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